Supply Chain Management Solutions

Asset
Automate, Manage and Track Assets From Anywhere With
360-Degree Precision

25 Million
Assets Tracked Globally,
24/7

$3.5 Billion
Transactions per Month

Apptricity Supply Chain Management is an
integrated software solution suite that brings
a new level of efficiency to your organization’s
management of assets, inventory, warehouse,
yard and transportation operations. By
streamlining and automating end-to-end
management, you gain complete visibility and
control, saving both time and money in real-time.
Apptricity Asset provides the 360-degree visibility
and control across the life cycle of every asset. It’s a
unified suite of modules that integrates seamlessly
with your existing ERP systems to enable granular
detail specific to: maintenance repair, product
warranties, lifecycle management, incident reporting
(with the ability to track cost), department allocations,
and depreciation. Now you can manage assets
across your organization by employee, location and
other variables, with online incident reporting that
documents problems, tracks defects and provides
valuable information to determine asset life.

Get Minute-by-Minute Visibility
When your organization can see asset status and
location, it’s amazing how things change. Stockpiling
and shortages decrease, warranties are invoked,
maintenance gets done on schedule. Accountability
and efficiency improve – dramatically.

Unrestricted Configuration
Apptricity applications are designed to adapt to your
environment, so you don’t have to adapt to ours,
thanks in part to our business rules engine, workflow
and integrated administrative tools.

Asset Tracking With 360° Visibility
Put simply, Apptricity Asset allows you to track assets
across the enterprise, in the field or across the world,
with precision. We help organizations such as the
U.S. Army and Nestlé track assets around the globe—
imagine what we can do for you.
www.apptricity.com

Apptricity is a leading global provider of IoT and M2M
mobile enterprise solutions for supply chain management
and spend management.

For more information, please visit:
www.apptricity.com
Global: +1 214.596.0601
USA:
1 800.693.2193

Asset Life Cycle Management

Integrated Inventory Control

Track assets when received, assigned, maintained or
retired, including status by location and assignment
to employees. You can even add, transfer and assign
assets in a batch, rather than individually, for faster
asset management.

Mobile inventory management and web-based asset
tracking combine to create a single view of company
owned goods. Receive and move inventory in realtime.

Mobile Asset Tracking
Apptricity Asset communicates with barcode scanners
and tracks assets and inventory with precision with
RFID, LTE and Satellite tags. With real-time location
services (RTLS), we help deliver unprecedented
360-degree visibility.

Intelligent Analytics & Reporting
Now you can track the value and useful life of your
assets with real data. With graphical lifecycle and
depreciation information, you’ll get real-time visibility
into asset valuation and remaining service.
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End-to-End Field Service Management
Apptricity Asset and Inventory integrates with
Apptricity Work Order to manage assets in the field
and support MR&O processes. Collectively they
manage receiving, movement and adjustments, and tie
inventory to assets to work orders.

Top Rated Support Team
Our customers consistently rate Apptricity as “Superior
for Technical Support” in independent studies by Dun
& Bradstreet. We stand apart with dedicated personal
support and frontline expertise, 100% based in the
United States.

Apptricity Asset Features
•

Automates asset assignment and
categorization

•

Manages warranties and service
agreements
Facilitates maintenance, repair and
operations tracking and scheduling
Enables real-time exceptions and
incident reporting
Adapts to match your business rules,
systems and workflow
Tracks and reports ownership, leases,
depreciation and chain-of-custody
history

•
•
•

Enables condition-based testing,
maintenance and scheduling
Automates maintenance work order
processing via Apptricity Work Order
Provides global visibility into financial,
operational and lifecycle performance
Transforms ‘Big Data’ into actionable
intelligence to lower total cost of
ownership.
Facilitates forward asset reservation,
allocation and transfer

•
•

•

Automates maintenance schedules
and harmonizes them with
planned and on-going scheduled
maintenance
Automates and streamlines
business processes for asset
reclassifications, transfers, disposals
and other standard asset-accounting
depreciation
Uses cellular and satellite GPS,
RFID and barcode technologies
to streamline and automate data
acquisition

Why Apptricity Supply Chain
+ Global companies and government
agencies rely on Apptricity to automate
their Supply Chain and Spend /
procurement processes to improve ROI.
+ Regardless of sector, industry or
application, Apptricity solutions are
easiest to own, deploy, integrate, modify,
use, and afford.
+ Only Apptricity offers a flexible platform
that mitigates risk with an Instant Pilot.™
Discover how fast and smooth an
Apptricity deployment can be for your
organization.
Total Integration with Every Solution
Our software integrates with any Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system, including Oracle,
SAP, Banner, PeopleSoft, Lawson, Epicor, Sage and
QuickBooks. We also will quickly develop custom
interfaces for your other systems. Through Agile
implementation, you have the choice of either onpremise or SaaS model, which dramatically speeds
up implementation.

Take a closer look at how organizations like yours are
leveraging automated Supply Chain Management to get
ahead of their competitors, make more informed decisions
and improve their ROI. Schedule a demo today by calling
(800) 693-2193.
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